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You can replace the single ‘meep’ factory horn with dual LOUD horns, very simply, and without 
needing to install a relay.  They are nicely tucked away out of sight. 
 
The horns are PIAA brand ‘Slender’ or ‘Slimline’  (they use different names for the same 
product).  They are plastic and flat on the sides. Careful when shopping, they sell packages of 
one horn and two horns, but both are labeled as ‘horn’. You want 2 horns: 400 & 500 Hz. 
 
You do not need to install a relay because these specific horns together draw only about 5 
amps, which is well within the 4 – 6 amps the factory horn circuit is good for. You will not need 
a relay and ECU should be fine with it.  Works great on my bike (’18 1200 XRT). 
 
These horns are quite compact too, so they are very unlikely to contact wheel fender / 
mudguard.  But you should check when installing on your bike.  The XCA has a larger wheel than 
this XRT, so check carefully if you have XCA, but these horns take up barely more vertical space 
than stock. 
 
Items Required: 

Set of PIAA Slimline 400 & 500 Hz Horns. 
Approx 80 cm of 16 – 18 gauge stranded, automotive wire, insulated, for exterior use. 
Approx 40 cm of heat shrink tube. 
2 X male blade crimp connector 
4 x female blade crimp connector, insulated. 
Electrical tape (all-weather). 
4 – 6 small size nylon zip-ties 

 
Tools: 

12 mm socket or wrench. 
8 mm socket or wrench. 
Wire cutter 
Wire Crimping tool 
Heat gun 
Blade or knife to cut tape. 

  

 

 



Instructions: 

 
1. Un-plug the connectors from the stock horn. 
2. Using a 12mm socket, remove the single bolt to remove the stock horn.  Using 8 mm 

socket, remove the mounting bolt for right side factory fog lights (if equipped). 
3. Install the two PIAA horns as shown. One mounts where the stock one was, and the 

other I mounted via the small bolt that holds the stock LED fog light on. It goes into a 
steel bracket, so it’s a good, sturdy mounting place. If your Tiger does not have the 
factory fog lights, I do not know exactly how to mount the second horn. I assume there 
will be a hole there and you will just need to source a bolt for it. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. It is important that you position the horns and carefully bend their mounting brackets a 
bit so that the horn openings point down as far as you can reasonably do so.  This is to 
allow any rain or splash water to drain out. 

5. Prepare wiring. I suggest making a little wire harness, like the one pictured. It’s basically 
just a splitter that goes from the single (+) and (-) wires for the stock horn, and splits out 
to provide  (+) and (-) for two horns.  I simply used 4 pieces of wire roughly 20 cm long, 2 
male blade crimp connectors (16-18 GA), 4 female blade crimp connectors, 3 pieces of 
heat-shrink tubing, and a bit of all-weather electrical tape.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



6. Carefully route the wire harness, connecting it to the two PIAA horns and the stock horn 
connectors. Polarity should not matter.  See images for routing.  Make sure you turn 
handlebars all the way, both ways and observe the wires to make sure they do not get 
pinched, rubbed, or tensioned.  When you have worked out good routing, secure the 
wires with small nylon zip-ties. See images.  The horn in the stock location will need the 
wires routed back on itself and zip-tied as per the photo to route them around steering 
head parts without rubbing. 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
7. After securing all wires, again test moving the handlebars fully each way and watch 

carefully for wiring issues.  
8. Turn on ignition and test horns. Careful! They will be MUCH louder than the stock one.  

If they don’t work properly, or if you see an error on the instrument panel, or the 
ignition shuts off, make sure no wire has ‘grounded out’ and check that all the 
connections are proper and tight. If there is still a problem, you could try swapping the 
polarity, but really, on horns it should not make a difference. However, ECUs can be 
fickle things.  I had absolutely no problem with mine and I have used it for a couple 
months now.  I should also note that Installed these exact same horns on my Yamaha 
FJR1300 five years ago and they are still working perfectly. 

 
Happy Honking!! 

 
 
 
 
IMPORTANT: This document is for general information purposes only. Author is not a 

certified mechanic and makes no claims to the validity or accuracy of information. Use as a 

general guide only.  Work described should be done only by persons with appropriate 

mechanical and electrical skills and/or training. 

 
 
 
 
 

If you liked this, or have feedback, send me an email: geoff@falconar.com 


